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Welcome

                                                                  provides actionable resources to help you navigate 

your students into the circular fashion economy as fashion users and designers. Explore 

sustainable fashion design processes from fibre to fashion. Make conscious choices at 

each stage by planning for garment durability and end of life, so that garments can feed 

back into regenerative systems.

 This Resource Set is linked to dynamic resources such as video, websites, research, and 

case studies. This unit is aimed at secondary students in line with Fashion Applied Senior 

Syllabus and Textiles & Design however, it is not limited to this alone and is of great 

value to students across design and creative industries. 

This resource set was created by Emma Bond for Cotton Australia to share with 

Australian school teachers. Emma has designed and delivered programs in secondary

schools, as well as vocational and tertiary education providers. She champions 

Australian cotton for its quality, values, and active commitment to people and planet. 

Australian cotton is Emma's fibre of choice for fashion design, as seen in her label, Madi 

& Pip.

COMING SOON:

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 2: Print design on Australian Cotton

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 3: Fashion design folio skills

Additional resources

Whether it is ideas for incorporating fashion design with cotton in the classroom, great 

teaching resources, or information for a school project, the Cotton Australian Education 

Kits contain all you need to know about cotton.

To see all our education kits available visit; https://cottonaustralia.com.au/education-kit

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

https://cottonaustralia.com.au/education-kit
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Overview of resources set 1
Resource set 1: Australian cotton the renewable resource for fashion design

Lesson 1 Circular Fashion 1: Safe & renewable fibres

Resource set 1 Slide Deck Slides 1-29

Worksheet: Circular fashion 

Links to video resources: 

Australian Cotton naturally the best 

Make Fashion Circular

The Story of Microfibres

Cotton Research and CSIRO in Canberra

Goondawindi Circular Cotton Project

Link to online exhibition:

Australian Cotton: The World’s Finest Textile by Australian Fashion Council

Lesson 2 Designing with Australian cotton

Resource set 1 Slide Deck Slides 30-58

·TRUE TRUE LIE activity 

·Cotton fabrics

·Characteristics of cotton

·Why design with Australian cotton?

Worksheets: 

Why design with Australian cotton?

Cotton fabric types

Eliminate _______ and _______________

Keep products and materials ___  _____

and ______________ natural systems.

Australian cotton because

Deadstock fabric because

Recycled fabric but if you are using recycled polyester you should

consider that

Design for emotional durability as well as physical durability. This 

can be created by

Circular fashion design is based on 
three principles, all led by design: 

Made from safe and recycled 

or renewable inputs.

Used more.

Made to be made again

In a circular 
fashion system 
garments are: An example of this is:

Australian cotton 
growing in a field 

Australian cotton fashion & millinery, 
Madi & Pip, captured by Natalie Trainor 

Hypoallergenic 

Soft

Does not produce static electricity

Stains can be easily removed

Not easily damaged by sunlight

Breathable

Good conductor of heat

Easy to handle and sew

Durable

Easy care: machine-washable

Absorbent 

Why do fashion designers choose 
Australian cotton?

Cotton characteristics and properties forfashion design
Characteristic Benefit for fashion design

Great for dying and print design, as cotton takes colour well and remains 
vivid for a long time.

Clockwise from left: Sussan, 

Madi & Pip, Country Road.

Cotton fabric types for fashion design
Cotton fabrics with structure Cotton fabrics with texture

Cotton fabrics that are light-medium weight and

soft Cotton fabrics with woven patternsCotton fabrics that are  

smooth Cotton fabrics I would like to design with:

Why I like these:

Can you find examples of cotton fabrics for each category? Find your own fabric swatches, or use our images provided.

Jersey (knit), Muslin, Sateen, Voile, 

Cheese cloth

Cotton fabric types for fashion design

Towelling, Corduroy, Seersucker, 

Dotted Swiss / Dobby, Oiled, 

Velvet, Crinkle cotton, Chintz, 

Brushed cotton/ flannelette, 

Broderie Anglaise/ eyelet, Lace

Lawn, Poplin, Shirting, Cambric / 

Batiste, Quilting cottons, 

Chambray

Canvas, Denim (regular and 

printed), Twill, Moleskin, Chino / 

Drill 

Ticking, Gingham, Madras, 

Danmask, Jacquard, Dobby, Swivel 

Fabric samples 

Fabrics Cotton fabric types for fashion design
Cotton fabrics with structure Cotton fabrics with texture

Cotton fabrics that are light-medium weight and

soft Cotton fabrics with woven patternsCotton fabrics that are  

smooth Cotton fabrics I would like to design with:

Towelling, Corduroy, Seersucker, 

Dotted Swiss / Dobby, Oiled, 

Velvet, Crinkle cotton, Chintz, 

Brushed cotton/ flannelette, 

Broderie Anglaise/ eyelet, Lace

Lawn, Poplin, Shirting, Cambric / 

Batiste, Quilting cottons, 

Chambray

Canvas, Denim (regular and 

printed), Twill, Moleskin, Chino / 

Drill 

Jersey (knit), Muslin, Sateen, Voile, 

Cheese cloth

Ticking, Gingham, Madras, 

Danmask, Jacquard, Dobby, Swivel 

Why I like these:

Can you find examples of cotton fabrics for each category? Find your own fabric swatches, or use our images provided.

ANSWERS - Teacher resource

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

http://palatineproductions.com.au/portfolio/acsa-global-marketing-video/
https://youtu.be/3iKHr-JnWYA
https://youtu.be/BqkekY5t7KY
https://youtu.be/APkxbDzPks0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGcNLkTuFng
https://artsandculture.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/story/australian-cotton-the-world-s-finest-textile-australian-fashion-chamber/JQWx9L77xCPwIg?hl=en
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Overview of resources available
Resource set 1: Australian cotton the renewable resource for fashion design

Lesson 3 Circular fashion 2: Considered design

Resource set 1 Slide Deck slides 59-67

Worksheet: Circular Fashion Design A3

A3 posters: 

Circular Fashion Design

Continuous garment lifecycles: consumer & designer thinking for circular fashion

Safe for the people that make the fibres, and
live in the surrounding community

Safe for our planet – when created, used and
at end of life

eliminate waste and pollution,  keep products in use,
  re

ge
ne

ra
te

 n
at

ur
al s

yste
ms,Cotton has a natural place in the circular economy. Cotton is 

biodegradable, renewable and recyclable and it doesn’t have the 
microplastics problem associated with synthetic fabrics. It is also 
able to be regenerated on cotton farms that have sustainability 
programs in place, such as the myBMP program in Australia.

Source safe and recycled or renewable fibres
your garments are made to be made again and 
can have multiple users, consider universal design 
principles. 

Considered design so that:

garments are used more.

waste is minimised. 

your garments cut & sewn in safe 
and fair working conditions.

Plan for end of garment life
When sourcing all materials consider, is there a system for 
re-collecting; (offcuts during manufacture and the garment 
at end of garment life). If you are going to such measures – 
be sure to share your process and systems. Be proud of the 
measures you are taking. Post consumer waste is often far 
removed from the consumer’s mindset. This storytelling can 
contribute to the Emotional durability of your designs.
For ideas see the website of Australian fashion label A.BCH

Today less than 1% of clothes are recycled into new clothes. This is due to clothing 
being created without considering its ability to be recycled, for example using 
complex material blends or hard to separate components. This limits the 
incentives to invest in the collection and recycling infrastructure, making high 
levels of recycling difficult to achieve.

Design for physical and emotional durability. 

Design so that there is less fabric waste utilising zero waster 
patternmaking or co-design pieces, so that a second garment 
(or accessory) can be made from the negative shapes of the 
first design’s pattern pieces.

Manufacturing in Australia? Look for Ethical Clothing Australia 
accredited manufactures.

“Emotional durability depends on a user valuing a product 
because of its timelessness, rarity, history, and meaning,”
Circular Design for Fashion, 2022

Safe for the people that make the fibres, and
live in the surrounding community

Safe for our planet – when created, used and
at end of life

Cotton is Hypoallergenic (does not irritate sensitive skin or cause allergies). This makes 
it safe to wear! Cotton is renewable as it is grown from a _______

Source safe and recycled or renewable fibres
your garments are made to be made again and 
can have multiple users, consider universal design 
principles. 

Considered design so that:

garments are used more.

waste is minimised. 

your garments cut & sewn in safe 
and fair working conditions.

Plan for end of garment life
When sourcing all materials consider, is there a system for 
re-collecting; (offcuts during manufacture and the garment 
at end of garment life). If you are going to such measures – 
be sure to share your process and systems. Be proud of the 
measures you are taking. Post consumer waste is often far 
removed from the consumer’s mindset. This storytelling can 
contribute to the Emotional durability of your designs.
For ideas see the website of Australian fashion label A.BCH

Today less than __% of clothes are recycled into new clothes. This is due to 
clothing being created without considering its ability to be recycled. Thoughtful 
designers consider the garments end of life when designing. Garments can be 
designed so that they can be made into new items by: ____________________

Design for physical and emotional durability. 

List four ideas to minimise waste during production:

Manufacturing in Australia? Look for Ethical Clothing Australia 
accredited manufactures.

Emotional durability is dependant on _____________________

As a fashion designer, I can unsure my garments are designed for 
emotional durability by_________________________________

eliminate waste and pollution,  keep products in use,
  re

ge
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ra
te
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Cotton has a natural place in the circular economy. Cotton is 
biodegradable, renewable and recyclable and it doesn’t have the 
microplastics problem associated with synthetic fabrics. 

Ci
rcu

lar design thinking

Circular consumer thin
kin

g

Compost

McKinsey and Global Fashion Agenda 
found that rental extends a product’s 
life by 1.8x, based on the average 
number of rentals during a product’s 
lifetime,  ultimately contributing to 
lowering fashion’s greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Multiple users

Local options for fashion designers:
RNTR

Repair
Will you offer repair services for yous 
customers like these designers do?
Birkenstock
Nudie Jeans
Madi & Pip
A.BCH

Patagonia
Ganni
Citizen Wolf
R M Williams

Arnsdorf
Jillian Boustred
Kalaurie
A hop and a skip

Reuse
Will you promote resale or rental?
Second hand fashion is more affordable 
than new, and ethically responsible. 
Research shows that resale marketplaces 
attract new customers who lack access to 
the brand and often go on to buy full priced 
items as well. Luxury is particularly well- 
suited to resale because it plays into the 
narrative of heritage quality that lasts 
generations — which pairs well with the new 
consumer attention on sustainability. 

The second-hand clothing market is growing 
11 times faster than retail.

60% of retailers have or are open to offering 
secondhand to their customers.

Remake
Can you make excess stock or waste into 
a new garment?

Recycle
What can you do with your designs that are no longer suitable for use as clothing?

 Donate to Up Parel Recycling. You can partner and show your customers your values, by 
rewarding your customers that donate.
Thread Together accepts new clothing and redistributes to those in need. threadtogether.org
MOO sells business cards made from tshirts and tshirt offcut cotton!

Compost
Cotton is natural & biodegradable. It will 
naturally compost! If you want your fashion 
to be biodegradable, be mindful to not use 
hidden plastics in design- for example, 
interfacing and fasteners.

Reuse

Where can you buy preloved fashion?
Charity stores, Facebook marketplace, clothing swaps, 
Depop, SWOP clothing exchange, The clothing 
exchange, Her wardrobe, Circolareclub 

Second hand fashion is more affordable than new, and ethically responsible.

Buying an item secondhand replaces the need to manufacture a new item, reducing its carbon 
footprint by 82% 

Recomerce extends average product life by 1.7 x based on average length of second hand 
ownership 

33 Million consumers bough secondhand apparel for the first time in 2020 Of these first time 
buyers 76% intend to increase their spend on second hand in the next five years. 

Repair
Make do and mend!
Can you repair yourself? Can you enlist the help of a 
family member? Friend? Artisan or technician?

Remake
Can you make into a new garment?
Can you make into an item of use to you in your 
home?

Recycle

The Australian cotton industry is working with the textile industry to reduce waste, with the ultimate 
goal of turning textiles into products that can be used back on farms. The industry invests in 
research and development, and is part of the Cotton Converts group that’s working to turn textile 
waste problems into solutions.

What can you do with your clothes that are no longer suitable for use as clothing?
Donate to Up Parel Recycling. They even accept socks and shoes! upparel.com.au

When your garment can no longer be used, remade or upcycled; can components regenerate natural systems? 
Natural fibres will naturally biodegrade. Before composting textile items you need to remove any components 
that are not biodegradable, for example plastic and metal fasteners, synthetic interfacing. 

Lydia Pearson and Shilo Engelbrecht collaborate 
repurposing vintage textiles shilolydia.myshopify.com 

continuous
garment life
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Compost

McKinsey and Global Fashion Agenda 
found that rental extends a product’s 
life by 1.8x, based on the average 
number of rentals during a product’s 
lifetime,  ultimately contributing to 
lowering fashion’s greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Multiple users

Local options for fashion designers:
RNTR

Repair
Will you offer repair services for yous 
customers like these designers do?

Reuse
Will you promote resale or rental?

Remake
Can you make excess stock or waste into 
a new garment?

Recycle
What can you do with your designs that are no longer suitable for use as clothing?

 Donate to Up Parel Recycling. You can partner and show your customers your values, by 
rewarding your customers that donate.
Thread Together accepts new clothing and redistributes to those in need. threadtogether.org
MOO sells business cards made from tshirts and tshirt offcut cotton!
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Reuse

Where can you buy preloved fashion?

Repair
Make do and mend!

Remake
Can you make into a new garment?
Can you make into an item of use to you in your 
home?

Recycle
What can you do with your clothes that are no longer suitable for use as clothing?
Donate to Up Parel Recycling. They even accept socks and shoes! upparel.com.au

When your garment can no longer be used, remade or upcycled; can components regenerate natural systems? 
Natural fibres will naturally biodegrade. Before composting textile items you need to remove any components 
that are not biodegradable, for example plastic and metal fasteners, synthetic interfacing. 

Lydia Pearson and Shilo Engelbrecht collaborate 
repurposing vintage textiles shilolydia.myshopify.com 

continuous
garment life

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

https://www.thredup.com/resale/#resale-industry
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Links
Videos

Animation of our local cotton industry

https://fb.watch/dPJ8FYZYX_/ 

I love Australian Cotton

https://youtu.be/4kmPEE2yTF4  

Australian cotton from seed to sock

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6plTYrBth4  

Balonne Shire Mayor, Samantha O'Toole, explains why Aussie cotton is important for her region 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw8TQYjFdGk

Goondiwindi Circular Cotton Project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGcNLkTuFng

Cotton products and their uses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TW3osxL1fM 

Meet A Grower - Alexandria Galea, Emerald, QLD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iB0mld3nZ_g

Additional videos on the Cotton 
Australia website

https://cottonaustralia.com.au/educ 
ation-videos

 

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

https://youtu.be/4kmPEE2yTF4
https://cottonaustralia.com.au/education-videos
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Links
Circular Fashion & Sustainability 

Fashion on climate 
http://www2.globalfashionagenda.com/initiatives/fashion-on-climate/#/

Fashion recommence:

The world's largest online thrift store has published their tenth Annual Fashion Resale Market and Trend 
Report. https://www.thredup.com/resale/

https://www.brittslist.com.au/article/online-places-rent-borrow-clothes-australia/

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/fashion%20on%20clim 
ate/fashion-on-climate-full-report.pdf

Future Waste Lab https://concreteplayground.com/melbourne/design-style/future-from-waste-lab- 
concept

Upcycled fashion https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/gallery/2021/jun/01/australian-fashion-week- 
romance-was-born-remake-and-upcycle-in-pictures

Fashion  Revolution
Fashion Revolution is the world's largest fashion activism movement, campaigning for a fashion industry 
that values people and the planet over profit and growth. We are a truly people-powered movement,
working together in communities around the world to create positive and lasting change. 
https://www.fashionrevolution.org/ 

Clare Press - Podcaster, sustainable fashion communicator & founder of @thewardrobecrisis 
https://thewardrobecrisis.com/about 

Ellen Macarthur Foundation
We develop and promote the idea of a circular economy. We inspire and work with business, academia, 
policymakers, and institutions across the globe. https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/ 

The Fashion for Good Museum
An interactive fashion museum for the future of fashion, where we tell the stories behind the clothes you 
wear and how your choices can have a positive impact on people and our planet. 
https://fashionforgood.com/museum/

Wrapped in Cotton Resource set 1

http://www2.globalfashionagenda.com/initiatives/fashion-on-climate/#/
https://www.thredup.com/resale/
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/fashion%20on%20climate/fashion-on-climate-full-report.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/fashion%20on%20climate/fashion-on-climate-full-report.pdf
http://www2.globalfashionagenda.com/initiatives/fashion-on-climate/#/
http://www2.globalfashionagenda.com/initiatives/fashion-on-climate/#/
https://www.fashionrevolution.org/
https://www.fashionrevolution.org/
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/
https://fashionforgood.com/museum/
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